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B-208196 

November 23, 1987 

The Honorable Philip R. Sharp 
Chairman, Subcommittee on 

Energy and Power 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

As requested in your January 29,1986, letter and in subsequent discus- 
sions with your office, this fact sheet discusses (1) the need for the Elk 
Hills, California, Naval Petroleum Reserve ~NPR-1) as an oil reserve for 
the Department of ,Defense and (2) the potential impacts the proposed 
sale of the government’s ownership interests could have on industry 
groups that purchase or use NPR-1 light crude oil. It also presents infor- 
mation on potential impacts of such a sale on California’s energy secur- 
ity and on the possibility that a foreign interest may buy the reserve. 
These same matters are discussed in the Department of Energy’s June 
1987 report to the Congress entitled Divestiture of the Naval Petroleum 
Reserves. 

In summary, we found the following: 

. The Defense Department maintains that in the event of an oil supply 
disruption, quick access to a source of oil is important to maintain mili- 
tary readiness, Defense views the Naval Petroleum Reserve (NPR) as a 
pJeferred supply source because other emergency pkovisions require 
approvals that are external to its control. The Energy Department, how- 
ever, believes that market forces and emergency options available to 
Defense other than NPR-1 would be sufficient to meet defense fuel supply ’ 
needs. 

l Pipeline companies, independent producers, and small and independent 
refiners where NPR-1 is located are concerned that the sale of the reserve 
may force some refiners to reduce or cease production, and that pipe- 
lines may be restricted in the amount of oil that the’ can transport. The 
Energy Department acknowledges this concern, an i further points out 
that even if only 4 or 6 percent of the state’s independent refining 
capacity was lost due to the loss of NPRI oil, compe ition would be 

$ affected in the highly concentrated California mar t. 
. California state energy officials expressed little concern about the pro- 

posed sale’s impact on the state’s energy security. They do not expect 
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~1 NPR-1 to be shut-in under a different owner and believe that from a state 

energy security perspective, any reductions in NPR-I production can be ,, ,,,,,m ,,, mm,,,, ,,,, 
made up by increased shipments from Alaska or other ,impo,fi sources. 

l Energy’s current sales plan for NPR-1 includes soliciting offers from for- 
eign as well as domestic buyers. Under existing federal laws, however, 
NPR petroleum production may not be exported in the absence of a Presi- 
dential finding that exports of domestically produced oil will not dimin- 
ish the total quantity or quality of petroleum available to the United 
States. 

To obtain the information you requested, we interviewed officials 
located at the NPR-1 site in California from Energy; Chevron, U.S.A.; and 
Bechtel Petroleum Operations, Inc., who conduct the day-to-day mainte- 
nance, operations, and management of NPR-i through a contract with 
Energy. We interviewed Energy and Defense officials in Washington, 
DC. Interviews were also conducted with officials reptesenting pipeline 
companies, independent oil producers, and small and independent refin- 
ers, as well as the various associations affiliated with these organiza- 
tions; officials of the Department of Commerce and Energy Information 
Administration; and various California state and county officials. 

In addition to interviewing officials of the above organizations, we 
reviewed pertinent agency files and documents. We also reviewed 
reports provided by the oil industry and the state of California. We dis- 
cussed the accuracy of this fact sheet’s contents with federal and 
nonfederal officials and made revisions as appropriate. 

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce its content 
earlier, we plan no further distribution of this fact she& until 30 days 
from the date of issuance. At that time we will send cobies to the Secre- 
taries of Energy and Defense, and interested congressibnal committees. 
We will also make copies available to others upon request. 

If you have any questions about this fact sheet, please’ call me at (202) 
275-8646. Major contributors are listed in appendix II. 
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Sincerely yours, 

Flora H. Milans 
Associate Director 
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NPH-1, located in the San Joaquin Valley in Kern County, California, is 
the seventh largest domestic producing oil field and is jointly owned by 
the federal government and Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. The government owns 
about ‘78 percent and Chevron about 22 percent of the field. They par- 
ticipate jointly in the operation of NPR-1 through a unit plan contract 
which specifies how the ownership and the production, revenues, and 
expenses from the operation are shared. 

NPR-I auras originally established in 1912 to provide a source of petroleum 
for the Navy as vessels were being converted from coal to oil power. 
Crude oil production from the field started in 1919 and continued at 
various levels. After World War II, the field was shut-in or it produced 
at the minimum level necessary to prevent damage to the field. Follow- 
ing the Arab oil embargo in 1973-74, production was restarted in 1976. 
Appendix I presents additional background information concerning NPR- 
1. 

The administration’s proposed budget for fiscal year 1988 has included 
revenues of about $3.3 billion from the sale of NPR-1 (and the smaller 
Naval Petroleum Reserve in Wyoming). The Energy Department sug- 
gests that the government’s ownership interest be sold to several buy- 
ers. About 30-40 percent would be sold to an industry buyer who would 
be the operator of the field; another 30-40 percent would be sold at a 
sealed bid auction in l-percent increments with a minimum purchase of 
2 percent; and the remaining 20-30 percent would be sold in a public 
offering through a royalty trust arrangement. 
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Swtion 2 

NPR-l’s Value as a Defense Department 
Oil Reserve 

Defense officials believe that quick access to a supply of crude oil or 
refined products during a supply disruption is critical in maintaining 
military readiness. Four primary legislative ,and management measures ,m,,,s ,,,,m ,,,a ,,, ,,,,,, 
are currently available to Defense, including access to NPR oil, to help it 
obtain necessary fuel supplies if another oil shortage should occur. How- 
ever, because the implementation of all of these measures except NPR 
access is dependent on elements that are external to Defense and not 
under its control, Defense officials stress the importance of retaining the 
NPR unless an alternate supply of oil of comparable size and availability 
can be assured, 

The Energy Department, however, disagrees with Defense’s assessment. 
The Energy Department believes that Defense requirements for refined 
products represent only a relatively small part of US. overall energy 
security requirements and that with the other options available, 
Defense’s fuel requirements can be met in normal and emergency peri- 
ods without continued federal ownership of the NPR. 

Defense Department’s On May 6, 1987, Energy requested the Defense Department’s views on 

yiews on the Sale of the proposed sale of NPR, and on September 21, 1987, the Secretary of 
Defense responded. In his response, the Secretary stated that as part of 

ri(rPR-1 an NPR sale, Defense must have access to crude oil reserves under terms 
and conditions that currently exist for NPR oil. He further stated that 
immediate access to crude oil during the earliest stage of a supply dis- 
ruption is necessary to minimize effects on critical operations and to 
protect military war reserve stocks. 

While the Secretary of Defense proposed that an alternate source of 
crude oil could be the Strategic Petroleum Reserve ;(sPR), he expressed 
concern about the availability of SPR oil early in an oil shortage because b 
an SPR drawdown decision is contingent on a Presidential finding that 
must take into account competing domestic and indernational considera- 
tions. The Secretary noted that it is because of the ~uncertainties 
attached to a drawdown decision that access to the NPR remains part of 
the Defense Department’s Master Mobilization Plan (MMP), as its value to 
Defense lies in its quick accessibility. The Secretary further stated that 
to expect SPR oil to be available within the same time frame in which NPR 
oil can be obtained is unrealistic unless separate aaministrative and pos- 
sibly statutory arrangements are provided. 
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Section 2 
NPRl’s Value aa a Defew Dqwtment 
oil Remrve 

NIP&l Production Is Still Defense recognizes that NPR-I is a depleting resource and production will 
Relevant to Meeting decline in future years. (See table I.1 in app. I.) According to an official 
Defbnse Fuel Needs in the Defense Energy Policy Office, Office of the Secretary of Defense, 

however, NPH-1 could provide significant assistance to Defense under 
continued government ownership in meeting its petroleum  requirements 
during periods of crisis. Defense’s position is contained in its MMP and 
Defense Energy Management Plan, dated September 1986. The plan con- 
tends that at the current rate of production, NPR-I crude oil provides 
Defense with reasonable supply assurance. Defense demonstrates this 
by comparing its 1979 fuel procurement shortfall with the government’s 
share of NPR-1 oil production. In the m idst of that crisis, Defense expe- 
rienced a SO-percent shortfall (about 21 m illion barrels of product) in 
offers to its domestic and overseas fuel solicitations. If the 21million- 
barrel product shortfall in contract coverage is translated into consump- 
tion, this equates to about 60,000 barrels per day. On a barrel-for-barrel 
basis, this was only half of the government’s share of WPR production at 
that time. Even though the NPR production rate has declined to yield the 
government about 90,000 barrels a day, the 1979 Defense fuel procure- 
ment shortfall equates to only two-thirds of this amount. Expressed in 
terms of Defense’s current petroleum  product consumption of 486,000 
barrels a day, which is comparable to the 1979 period, NPR-I production 
(on a barrel-for-barrel basis) represents about 19 percent of Defense’s 
worldwide consumption and almost 60 percent of its West Coast and 
Pacific requirements, 

Crulde Oil Shortfalls Are 
Still a Possibility 

/ 

Defense further stated that despite the current availability of crude oil, 
shortages in the near future are still possible and a shortfall in fuel 
procurements similar in magnitude to the 1979 experience could be 
repeated. Two recent reports have pointed out that the United States is 
still vulnerable to oil supply disruptions. The first is Energy’s March 
1987 report to the President titled Energy Security, which points out 
that oil supply disruptions caused by revolutions, regional wars, or con- 
flicts instigated by outside powers in the M iddle East could again dis- 
rupt oil supplies and cause economic hardship for the United States and 
other countries. In most severe cases, it states our n@litary preparedness 
could be affected. The second is a National Petroleum Council Februarv 
1987 report titled Factors Affecting US. Oil and Gas Outlook that points 
out that concentration of oil reserves in the politically unstable M iddle 
East increases the likelihood of supply disruptions in the future. Accord- 
ing to the National Petroleum Council, these potential supply disruptions 
create great concern about US. national security from  khe standpoint of 
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Section 2 
NPBl’s Value aa a Defense Department 
Oil Reserve 

defense, diplomatic options, and the economic well being of the Ameri- 
can people. 

- 
Measures Available to Following the 1979 experience with an oil supply disruption, the Con- 

qefense to Access gress acted to improve the Defense Department’s capability for respond- 
ing to an energy emergency by supplementing authority already 

petroleum  Products available under the 1960 Defense Production Act (DPA). These authori- 
ties, and administrative action available to Defense with respect to the 
SPH, serve as the basis for Defense’s current plan to expand its energy 
supplies in the event of a mobilization from  peacetime preparedness to a 
war-fighting position and/or a petroleum  supply disruption. 

A  discussion of each of the measures available to Defense is provided 
below. As viewed by Defense, these measures are incremental in nature 
and are based on ascending levels of Defense and Defense-related indus- 
try requirements. 

Waiver of Procurement 
Restrictions for Any 
Petroleum  Purchases 

The Secretary of Defense is authorized by 10 U.S.C. 2404(a) to waive 
the application of any provision of law prescribing procedures to be fol- 
lowed in the formation of contracts. This authority can be exercised if 
the Secretary determ ines that (1) market conditions have adversely 
affected (or will in the near future adversely affect) Defense’s acquisi- 
tion of petroleum  and (2) the waiver will expedite or facilitate the acqui- 
sition of petroleum  for government needs. The waiver authority extends 
to purchases of both crude oil and refined petroleum  products. Defense 
officials view this waiver provision as the first mea$ure to be used in an 
energy emergency. 

, 
Ljrawdown of the NPR If Defense’s petroleum  product requirements are not met by exercising 

I * 
its procurement waiver authority, Defense plans to exercise its author- 
ity under 10 USC. 7430, as amended by the,,,Energy Security Act (P.L. 
96-294). This law authorizes Defense. to request Energy to transfer (with 
reimbursement) any portion of the government’s shbre of NPR'S autho- 

I rized production. Defense would then offer this crude oil to refiners in 
exchange for petroleum  products. 

&awdown ;Iznd Use of SI)R If an oil supply disruption is not severe enough for Energy to already be 
Oil withdrawing and selling SPR oil, the Secretary of Defense can recom- 

mend that the Secretary of Energy take the necessary actions that 
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Section 2 
NPR-l’s Value ae a Defemw Department 
Oil Reserve 

would lead to a drawdown and competitive sale of SPR oil. If this action 
does not result in sufficient crude oil flowing into the private sector for 
refiners to meet Defense’s product needs, the Secretary of Defense could 
further request that all or part of the 10 percent of the total monthly 
volume sold that the Secretary of Energy has discretion to dispose of be 
distributed to Defense. This quantity would then be exchanged with 
refiners for petroleum  products similar to arrangements for the NPR oil. 

U+ of the Defense 
Production Act 

Y h 

If enough crude oil or petroleum  products are not available after 
Defense has tried the above authorities, Defense would request the Sec- 
retary of Energy to invoke the DPA. Under this act, refiners with defense 
contracts would be directed to meet defense requirements on a priority 
basis and refiners without contracts would be directed to accept new 
defense contracts and cover m inimum essential m ilitary petroleum  prod- 
uct requirements stated therein on a priority basis, Defense officials said 
that when m ilitary forces are deployed, or in wartim ie, the act would be 
invoked for energy priority assistance. This would assure that m ilitary 
fuel requirements would be met. 

y and Defense The Energy Department’s report on Energy Security notes that Defense 

e Different V iews uses about 2 to 3 percent of total petroleum  product consumption for 

Ofer NPR Need 
I 

peacetime m ilitary use. It also points out that while this percentage 
would increase by two or three times during a conventional m ilitary con- 
flict, m ilitary fuel use would still represent a relatively small proportion 
of total US. consumption. 

In its June 1987 report on Divestiture of the Naval Petroleum Reserves, 
Energy recognizes the defense requirements issue and addresses three of 
the four mechanisms available for satisfying defense fuel requirements. b 
Energy’s views on these mechanisms and Defense’s dounter responses, 
where applicable, are discussed below. 

Wber of Procurement 
Rf?gulations 

I 

>, , 

Both agencies agree that Defense experienced some difficulty in 
obtaining adequate fuel supplies in past oil disruptions and that Defense 
has authority to stream line its procurement process jn times of fuel 
shortages to enhance its competitive position in the petroleum  products 
marketplace. While Energy postulates that procurement waiver author- 
ity would enable Defense to acquire products more easily on the open 
market than under normal procurement procedures, ~ Defense officials 
are not as optim istic. These officials point out that the waiver authority 
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Section 2 
NPKbl’r Value aa a Defense Department 
oil Reeerve 

has never been tested in a crisis situation and it is not possible to quan- 
tify the additional amount of fuel that would be made available by u&g 
this authority. 

Use of SPR Oil The Energy Department states that drawdown of the SPR can provide 
substantial assurance that defense fuel needs are satisfied. Three direct 
or indirect benefits are postulated. The Energy Department views SPR oil 
as (1) increasing the level of supply available to the marketplace thus 
making it easier for suppliers to meet defense contract deliveries, (2) 
facilitating procurement and reducing the cost of defense purchases, 
and (3) providing Defense or its suppliers with direct access to all or 
part of the 10 percent of an SPR drawdown available to the Secretary of 
Energy for distribution. 

Defense has recognized the benefits of adding SPR oil to domestic sup- 
plies and the potential for direct access to part of the SPR oil. However, 
Defense officials also recognize that an SPR drawdown is contingent 
upon a Presidential finding that such action is necessary to meet a 
severe supply disruption and;at the present time, there are no special 
provisions for allocating any crude oil to Defense for use during a 
shortage. 

Ibe of the DPA While Defense considers obtaining fuel products under the DPA as a last 
resort, Energy views it as the primary mechanism for guaranteeing that 
fuel needs for Defense are met during a shortage. Energy’s report states 
that both the priority rating orders and priority performance orders 
that can be authorized under DPA can be applied on a case-by-case basis 
for localized shortages and on a programmatic nationwide basis. 

Defense officials agree that the DPA would be invoked to meet fuel 
requirements when m ilitary forces are deployed or in wartime. During a 
peacetime or premobilization energy shortage, however, they believe 
that Defense may not be successful in its bid to have the DPA invoked for 
energy priorities assistance. Supporting Defense’s concerns is the 
Energy Department’s Federal Energy Resource Management Manual, 
which contains procedures to be followed in submitting a request for 
invoking the DPA for energy priorities assistance. The manual empha- 
sizes reliance on the marketplace in responding to energy emergencies 
and states that Energy will first seek to meet Defen$e’s fuel require- 
ments by encouraging voluntary actions. 
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OU Reserve 

Useiof the NPR 
--- -~- 

Energy’s report on divestiture did not consider retaining the NPR as a 
source of crude oil to help meet Defense’s fuel needs in a shortage situa- 
tion. Instead, Energy has taken the position that the Department of 
Defense 

“has priority access to oil supplies under conditions established by Congress and the 
President, and in an emergency DOD [Department of Defense] requirements will be 
fully met as a matter of national policy. Satisfaction of these requirements is not 
dependent on a dedicated source of crude oil such as NPR-1 and NPR3.” 

As stated previously, Defense officials believe that a dedicated source of 
crude oil is critical in meeting Defense fuel requirements. Consequently, 
the Secretary of Defense has communicated to the Secretary of Energy 
that access to crude oil reserves is an issue which needs to be resolved in 

/ any NPR Sale. 
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views of Industry, State, and Local Groups on 
the Impacts of Selling NPR-1 

NPR-1 produces crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids, but the 
major concern of small and independent refiners, pipeline companies, 
and independent oil producers is continued access to NPR-I oil. NPR-1 
crude oil is used primarily in central and southern California since most 
of the oil moves by pipeline te, the Bakersfield, California, area or to the 
Los Angeles area, where it is delivered to refiners along the pipeline. If 
production were reduced, shut-in, or retained by a new owner, then 
small and independent refiners, pipeline companies, and independent oil 
producers believe they could be adversely affected since they depend on 
the availability of NPR-1 light oil in their operations.1 Energy’s June 1987 
report to the Congress also recognizes this and suggests a “multi-mar- 
ket” sales approach that would avoid potentially anticompetitive conse- 
quences by offering the government’s interest to several categories of 
buyers, which would include small and independent refiners. 

Figure 3.1 shows the name and location of the refiners and common car- 
rier and privately owned pipeline companies that could be affected. 

formation on Small Industry and state officials were of the opinion that the sale of NPR-1 
could affect small and independent refiners in central and southern Cali- 
fornia who have been the major purchasers of NPR-i crude oil. For some 
refiners, particularly the landlocked San Joaquin Valley refiners, NPR-i 
crude oil has been the largest single source of high-quality, light crude 
oil. Crude oil of similar quality and quantity is in limited supply in the 
central/southern part of California. 

From November 1981 through March 1987, small and independent refin- 
ers purchased about 63 percent of the NPR-i crude oil sold by the govern- 
ment, and at times purchases were as high as 82 percent. The American 
Independent Refiners Association (AIRA), West Coast Division,2 estimated , 
that during this period, small and independent refiners, through 
purchases from resellers or exchanges with other refiners, acquired as 
much as an additional 26 percent of NPR-I crude oilmproduction. AIRA fur- 
ther estimated that up to four inland refiners, with total refining capaci- 
ties of about 72,000 barrels per day, may be forced to close if NPR-i oil is 
not available to them. (Table 3.1 shows NPR-1 crude oil purchases by the 

%ur report Naval Petroleum Reserve No. I-An Assessment of Produ$!tion AlternatM?s (GAO/ 
RCED-84-180, July 30,19&Q) reported similar information. 

2A national trade association of independent petroleum refiners. Its West Coast Division has 11 
members. 



section a 
Viewn of Indwtxy, Stat+ and Imel Omupa on 
the Impacb of Selling NPiUl 

I 

- - - Plpellne 

A Refiners 

0 Cities and towns 

0 NPR-1 

Source9Prepared by GAO based on information from industry sources, 

four refiners that could be affected most by a sale of NPR-1 and their 
total refining capacities.) 

The main reason why inland refiners may be forced to close mentioned 
by AIRA and officials of the four refiners was that the mland location 
limited these refiners’ access to imported crude, which includes access to 
Alaskan crude. The imported crude would have to be transported by 
trucks since there are no inbound pipelines. This requirement may not 
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be economically feasible for the inland refiners. California state energy 
officials we contacted generally agreed with the impacts cited by AIRI\. 

Ia 3.1: NPR-1 Crude Oil Purchamr by Four Refiners Identlfled as Those Most Affected If NPR-1 Is Sold 
Contract cwiod 

tWInor 
Reflninf 

capacity 
10/l 1 /yg 4/l d 88 to 

1 /l/88 
10/l / 88 to 

Ill87 
l/l i 87 to 

IV87 
411 1 87 to 

IV87 
Beacon Oil ComDanv 17,300 5,000 1.000 9.220 2.500 9.500 
Kern Oil & Refining Co. 21,000 12,000 9,279 (cl (4 0) 
Su+md Refining Corp. 12,000 4,000 (b) (d) (b) 04 
Nekhall Refinina Comtxtnv. Inc. 21.400 8.307 15.000 9.500 4.130 6.000 

: - 
‘Crude capacity is shown in barrels per calendar day. 

bThe company did not submit a bid; however, an affiliated company submitted winning bids for NPR-1 
oil for use by Sunland for two of the three sales periods. 

OA bid for 13,ooO barrels per day was submitted, but the company did not win an award. Part of this 
amount was subsequently purchased from traders. The refinery operated at reduced capacity during 
this period. 

dA bid for 8,OW.l barrels per day was submitted, but the company did not win an award. 

@A bid for 10,WO barrels per day was submitted, but the company did not win an award. Part of this 
amount was subsequently purchased from traders. The refinery operated at reduced capacity during 
this period. 

‘A bid for 8,ooO barrels per day was submitted, but the company did not win an award. However, 4,ooO 
barrels per day of NPR-1 oil was obtained from an affiliated company. 
Note: Officials of the four refiners that could be affected most by a sale of VPR-1 said that when they did 
not receive an NPR-1 oil contract award or received an award for less oil than they bid on, (1) light crude 
was obtained during the above periods from affiliated companies (parent, Bubsidiary, etc,) and trading 
companies which had purchased light oil from NPR-1 or other sources or (9) they temporarily operated 
at a reduced capacity. Two of these officials stated that prior to 1978, theyi,obtained light crude from 
fields whose production has since decreased or from fields whose productron is now controlled by major 
oil companies. One refiner converted to light crude refining in 1981 and has since been dependent on 
NPR-1 for oil. 

Energy’s June 1987 report points out that the California crude oil mar- 
ket is dominated by seven maor oil companies, while the refining sector 
is also concentrated-with a substantial share of the market in the 
hands of eight companies, seven of which are the miajor crude produc- 
ers. The major companies account for about 76 percent, while the 
independents account for about 24 percent of the st,ate’s refining capac- 
ity. Further, small refiners represent about 4 to 6 p rcent of California’s 

F total refining capacity and about 17 to 20 percent o independent refin- 
ers’ capacity. The report emphasizes that while 4 

tci 
6 percent of the 

state’s refining capacity might be considered low in a more competitive 
market, a 4- to Ii-percent loss in the independent sector would raise a 
concern about competition in the state’s highly concentrated market. 
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Section 8 
Views of Industry, State, and Local Groups on 
the Jmpaets of SeIlIng NPR-1 

Information on 
Pipeline Companies 
and Independent 
Pro ucers 

P 

Y 

Sec+rity 

NPR-i light crude is blended with heavy crude to facilitate the movement 
of heavy crude through unheated pipelines. If NPR-1 were sold to a buyer 
who did not sell NPR-1 crude oil in the open market, pipeline companies 
and independent heavy crude oil producers who use the pipelines would 
be affected by the reduction in the amount of heavy crude that could be 
transported by pipeline. The Four Corners Pipe Line Company is the 
only common carrier pipeline available for moving crude oil from  the 
San Joaquin Valley to the Los Angeles Basin area; the company moves 
oil of 26 degrees gravity3 or higher.4 

According to s Four Corners Pipe Line Company official, about 43,000 
barrels of government and Chevron NPR-1 oil is moved daily through its 
line to the Los Angeles area, most of which is the oil the government 
sold. This official indicated that for every two barrels of NPR-1 light oil, 
about one barrel of heavy oil can be blended and transported in the 
pipeline. The importance of the light crude to the pipeline company was 
pointed out by this official when the government cut production at NPR-1 
20,000 barrels a day in June 1986. As a result, the pipeline company 
reduced its daily volume by 30,000 barrels per day. Similar comments 
were provided by the California Independent Producers Association on 
the need to make NPR-1 crude oil available to the pipeline company so 
that the heavy crude oil produced by its members can be transported. 

The impacts of a sale of the government’s interest in NPR-1 on Califor- 
nia’s energy security again depends on who purchases NPR-I and how it 
is used. As shown in appendix I, the government’s share of NPR-1 crude 
oil production (about 86,000 barrels per day in 1986) amounts to about 
8 percent of California’s production and 12 percent of production in the 
San Joaquin Valley. While concerns have been expressed that new buy- 
ers could reduce production or not make production available to current 
customers, industry and California state energy officials indicated to us 
that they believe production would continue or possibly be increased 
under new ownership. They generally believe that the petroleum  would 
still be available in the state although the sales and distribution pattern 
could be different. 

“Gravity is the standard adopted by the American Petroleum Institute for meksuring the density of a 
liquid, expressed in degrees. 

4The company also moves NPR-1 light crude oil to the Bakersfield area, almo$t all of which ls from 
the government’s share of NPR-1, This oil is blended with heavy oil by refine@ in Bakersfield and 
used by the refiners or put back in the plpellne for shipment to the Los Angeles Basin. 
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Bectlon 8 
Views of Indwtry, State, and Local Groups on 
the Impacta of Selling NPRl a 

If production were reduced, a California state energy official stated that 
the shortfall would be made up by Alaskan, Outer Continental Shelf, 
and to a much lesser degree, imported oil. He stated, however, that these 
sources would not help the inland refiners, who do not have pipeline 
access to these oil supplies or cannot use oils of these qualities in their 
refineries. 
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Sectijm 4 ----“L--__-- --_I --* 

Eifects of a Potential Sale to a Foreign Buyer 

Concern was expressed by the AIRA that a sale to a foreign affiliated 
company which elected to export the crude oil could deprive the local 
market of a much needed crude oil supply. The Energy Department has 
identified foreign affiliated companies as potential buyers of NPR-I. 
According to preliminary figures compiled by the Energy Information 
Administration, as of December 31, 1986, about 16 percent of domestic 
crude oil and natural gas liquids reserves are owned by foreign-affili- 
ated companies. They account for about 16 percent of total United 
States production of crude oil and natural gas liquids.’ 

The export of NPR-1 oil, however, does not appear to be a matter for con- 
cern Under existing federal laws, NPR-1 petroleum production may not 
be exported in the absence of a Presidential finding that exports of 
domestically produced oil will not diminish the total quantity or quality 
of petroleum available to the United States. Also, the President is autho- 
rized to impose general restrictions on the export of domestically pro- 
duced petroleum. 

A petroleum official at the Department of Commerce and a California 
energy official stated that it was highly unlikely that permission would 
be granted to a foreign-affiliated company or a U.S. company to export 
oil from NPR-1. In addition, an Energy emergency preparedness official 
pointed out that from a military fuel needs standpoint, it would make no 
difference who owns NPR-1. If the DPA were invoked, Defense would get 
access to NPR-1 production. 

‘The Energy Information Administration uses the Department of Commerce definition of a foreign 
affiliated company as a U.S. business enterprise in which a single foreign ifivestor owns at least 10 
percent of the voting securities or the equivalent. 
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,A&$endix I _I 

Fhckground on NI?R-1 *‘, 

Following the Arab oil embargo in 1973-74, the Naval Petroleum 
Reserves Production Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-268, Apr. 6,1976) was enacted 
to authorize crude oil production at NPR-1 at the maximum efficient rate 
(MER) for 6 years.’ After 6 years, the President could extend production 
in intervals of up to 3 years after certifying that continued production is 
in the national interest. In accordance with the act, the President 
informed the Congress in 1981, and again in 1984, of his certification 
that it was in the national interest to continue production of NPR-I at the 
maximum efficient rate for another 3 years. The current 3-year period 
ends on April 6,1988. 

Petroleum production at NPR-1 can be used, stored, or sold. If the govern- 
ment determines that the petroleum should be sold, its share of petro- 
leum is offered at public sale to the highest qualified) bidder(s) without 
regard to federal, state, or local regulations controlling sales of petro- 
leum products. 

N?R-1 Production NPR-1 crude oil production comes primarily from two ‘geologic zones-the 
Stevens Zone (a light, high-quality crude oil) and the Shallow Oil Zone (a 
heavier, lower quality, crude oil). The zones also produce natural gas 
and natural gas liquids. Actual production for fiscal years 1986 and 
1986 and production estimates by Energy in its current long-range plan 
for fiscal years 1987 through 1993 are shown in table 1.1. 

‘The maximum sustainable daily rate that permits economic development and depletion of the reser- 
voir without detriment to ultimate recovery. 
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Appmdix I 
Backgmmd on NPR-1 

-- 

Tab)a 1.1: NPR-1 Productlon 

Fiscal year average 
1965 
1986 
1987 (est.) 
1988 (est.) 

Natural 
Natural gas 

a8 
8 OiljEw; (million c;:;~~;; 

llquids (thousand 

pt%a”y”, 
131,000 369 683 
115,525 349 633 
113,055 378 546 
120,555 415 609 

1989 ;est.j 
~----~ 

121,580 418 615 ---.-- 
1990(est.) 117,565 413 610 

-- '--- 1991 (est.) 115,300 403 596 
1992(est.) 115,250 391 580 -__--- 
1993 (est.1 104.991 365 541 

Note: The estimated petroleum production figures are based on normal MER production declines 
adjusted for the application of enhanced oil recovery methods where appropriate If the enhanced oil 
recovery applications are not as successful as envisioned or are not utilized,due to budget constraints, 
NPR-1 production will decline at a faster rate than estimated. In that case, fikal year 1993 oil production 
is estimated to be about 56,000 barrels per day based on Energy’s fiscal year 1985 long-range plan. 

Nk?R-1 Oil Sales During the period December 1981 to December 1986, part of the govern- 
ment’s share of oil production was sold to the Department of Defense as 
a test of its ability to exchange crude oil for finished petroleum  
products. 

The government sells its non-Defense share of NPR-I crude oil production 
on the open market by competitive bidding. Under current procedures, 
the Department of Energy solicits bids from  interested parties every 3 
months through an invitation for bid and awards contracts to the high- 
est responsible bidders until all available oil is sold. Prior to October 1, 
1986, the contract period was for 6 months. 

In addition to Defense, purchasers of NPR-1 oil have included major refin- 
ers, small and independent refiners, and trading companies. The m ix of 
purchasers varies by sale. For the most part, however, buyers have been 
small and independent refiners that are located on or near the Four Cor- 
ners Pipe Line in central and southern California. For example, during 
the period April through September 30,1986, Energy awarded contracts 
to 16 companies for the purchase of about 82,000 barrels of NPR-I oil per 
day.2 Four trading companies received about 16,30O~barrels, nine small 

2At the time the contract awards were made, NPR-1 production was abodt 126,000 barrels per day. 
Of this amount, Chevron’s share was about 28,000 barrels and Defense’s share was about 16,600 
baxrels. 
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Appendix I 
Background on NPR-1 

business refiners received about 44,700 barrels, and three independent 
refiners received about 21,000 barrels. Natural gas and natural gas liq- 
uids produced along with the crude oil and not used in field operations 
are also sold competitively on the open market. 

Rolk of NPR-1 in San NPR-I crude oil and natural gas is a relatively important segment of Cali- 

Jo ‘quin Valley, and forma’s energy production. For calendar year 1986, table I.2 shows NPR-1 

“h 

production as compared with that produced in the San Joaquin Valley 
Cal’fornia Production and in the state. It shows that NPR-1 crude oil accounted for about 15 

percent of production in the San Joaquin Valley and 10 percent in the 
state. In addition, NPR-1 light crude oil accounted for about 45 percent of 
the state’s light crude oil production. 

Table 1.2: NPR-1 Productlon Compared 
Iley and California Crude oil production Barrels per day Percent 

California 1 ,I 16,254” / 
San Joaquin Valley 739,829 
NPR-1: 109,637 

Percentage of California 10 
Percentage of San Joaquin Valley 15 

Government share of NPR-1: 85,517 
Percentage of California 8 
Percentage of San Joaquin Valley 12 

Thousand cubic 
Natural gas production feet per day Percent 
California 1,508,546 
San Joaquin Valley 656,783 

/ 
, NPR-1: 327,399 

Percentage of California 22 
Percentage of San Joaquin Valley 50 - 

Government share of NPR-I : 265,193 b 

Percentage of California 18 
Percentage of San Joaquin Valley 40 

8According to the Annual Review of California Oil and Gas Production 1986, crude oil was produced on 
a ratio of about 79 percent heavy oil (using a gravity of less than 25 degrees) and 21 percent light oil 
(uu;iz,yravity of 25 degrees and above). NPR-1 thus provides about 45 percent of California’s light 
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